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O

n a recent visit to the
Rautenstrauch-JoestMuseum in Cologne,
Germany, I was quite taken
with a greeting video they
screen at the beginning and end of each visit.
The concept is simple but significant: people
from all walks of life and cultures greet and
bid farewell to one another in a variety of
ways. What on the surface seems like just
a nice touch actually goes a long way to
teaching us to have tolerance and respect for
each other, and this ultimately promotes an
inclusive society. Museums are increasingly
embracing their broader remit, namely
their ability to contribute to dialogue on
social tolerance, equality and change. A
shift from monologue to conversation in
the museum world is facilitating that, and
today’s media tools can help to educate
the public in entertaining ways.
Educating today’s museum professionals
is another area requiring attention in the
contemporary context of evolving museum
models and changing responsibilities. The
authors in our Special Report (pp. 12-23),
whether academics or training professionals
all address the new skill sets required and
the resulting approaches to professional
education for diverse international museum
professionals. Be it standardisation of
qualifications, flexible e-learning tools,
filling a gap in professional training,
or addressing technical skills such as
welcoming museum visitors in English,
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these articles demonstrate the complexity
and importance of continued discussion on
museum training in a modern environment.
As 2013 draws to a close, we can look back
on another year rich in developments and
achievements in our museum community.
ICOM’s General Conference in Rio de Janeiro,
attended by almost 2,000 participants from
103 countries brought fresh perspectives
on museums’ creative abilities to play a
part in bringing about social change. From
inspiring keynotes from Mia Couto and
Ulpiano Bezerra de Meneses to visits to
some of the world’s most unique community
museums, such as the Favela Museum and
the Museu da Maré, the week-long event
strengthened synergies and reminded
us of our duty to society as promoters of
tolerance, inclusion and social equality.
In May next year, International Museum
Day will tackle the theme Museum Collections
make Connections. On a recent visit to Bahrain
and Abu Dhabi, I noticed that the museums in
those countries attract visitors from all over
the world. In this way, people learn about new
cultures, thus facilitating greater cultural
exchange and mutual understanding -- a good
example of how collections make connections.
Finally, I would like to take this
opportunity to wish all our readers a
joyful and healthy end-of-year holiday
season, and a happy New Year.
Hanna Pennock
ICOM Director General a.i.
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MUSEUM NEWS

Fighting illicit traffic
in cultural goods

The first meeting of the Editorial and Consulting Committees of
the International Observatory on Illicit Traffic in Cultural Goods

T

he second working meeting of the advisory and editorial
committees of the ICOM International Observatory on Illicit
Traffic in Cultural Goods was held in Paris on 29 and 30 November,
2013. Following on from the initial meeting in July 2013, the 20
international expert members of these two committees shared best
practices and recent information on this hot topic in the museum
world.
The Observatory was created in an effort to accelerate the
fight against illicit traffic in cultural goods and to address the lack
of available statistics and references on the subject. This platform
is the first of its kind offering information and cooperation on this
issue at an international level.
In concrete terms, the Observatory identifies and disseminates
resources and documents on the various means of fighting illicit
traffic. It offers a space for dialogue and consultation, encouraging
the development of international cooperation and the sharing and
exchange of best practices and techniques. With a view to providing
valid qualitative and quantitative information, the Observatory
centralises and distributes a range of resources including data and
scientific analyses, case studies, best practices, news, publications,
videos, interviews, legislative tools, ethical tools and actions carried
out by the stakeholders involved.
To ensure an effective collaborative framework, ICOM has
assembled a team of key partners, consisting of governmental
stakeholders, specialised international and national organisations,
universities and law enforcement agencies. This network of
international experts from sectors and regions directly affected by
illicit traffic will develop and expand international cooperation.
Thanks to careful daily monitoring, ICOM has collected an
unprecedented number of documents relating to illicit traffic in
cultural property. The fruits of this collection and the cooperative
work between ICOM and its partners will be disseminated as
resources on the Observatory’s dedicated website, which will be
launched in spring 2014. Two years later, the first international report
outlining the current situation in illicit traffic in cultural property will
be published.
For more information, contact obs-traffic@icom.museum
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Events
In collaboration with the
Indian Museum in Kolkata,
West Bengal, the National
Museum in New Delhi and
ICOM India, the National
Council on Science Museums
will hold its Intensive Seminar
on Strategic Transformations:
Museums in the 21st Century,
from 10-14 February,
2014. The event will take
place in New Delhi and
Kolkata, the part in Kolkata
coinciding with the 200 th
anniversary celebration
of the Indian Museum.

collections as they make
the transition from private
to public. The symposium
will bring together speakers
from different fields and
backgrounds to discuss new
developments in museology
and address pertinent
issues faced by private
museums around the world.

Heritage in Danger
UNESCO’s Bureau of
the Intergovernmental
Committee for the
Safeguarding of Intangible
Heritage approved an
emergency assistance
package of $307,307
(€223,298) on 28 October,
2013 for the preparation
of an inventory of Mali’s
intangible cultural heritage.
The project will be carried
out over two year-long
phases in all regions of Mali,
engaging the participation
of local communities. It
includes training workshops
to strengthen capacities
in inventory techniques
Bringing together museum
and intangible heritage
professionals from around
management methods
the world, the conference
as well as the production
(programme cover
of a documentary film,
pictured) aims to address
modernisation in the museum two plays and a radio
programme to raise public
world, encouraging the
awareness about intangible
sharing of best practices
cultural heritage for interand strategy development
community dialogue. More
to help museums meet
information is available
the demands of the 21st
on UNESCO’S website.
century. The organisers
expect 50 international and
Around 1,500 works of art
100 Indian attendees.
by some of the most famous
artists of the early 20 th
The A. G. Leventis Gallery,
century have been found
in association with The
in the apartment of Mr
Courtauld Institute of Art
Cornelius Gurlitt in Munich,
will organise a half-day
Germany. According to
symposium called Going
The New York Times, the
Public: Challenges and
paintings, drawings and
Perspectives in the Display
prints, which had been
of Private Collections on 27
confiscated by the Nazis
January, 2014. Held at the
or sold cheaply by owners
The Courtauld Institute
desperate to flee the Nazi
of Art in London, UK, the
regime, were discovered
symposium will provide
during a police raid on 28
a platform for discussion
February, 2012. The works
about the challenges posed
of art, which are now held
by the display of private

in a customs warehouse
near Munich, include
pieces by Picasso, Matisse,
Chagall, Ernst Ludwig
Kirchner, Franz Marc, Max
Liebermann, Paul Klee,
Max Beckmann, Emil
Nolde, Oskar Kokoschka
and a Dürer piece that
had been considered lost.
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Innovation
On 13 November, 2013, the
Smithsonian Institution
unveiled the Smithsonian
X 3D Collection and X 3D
explorer, featuring different
applications of 3D capture
and printing that can be
used to extract, analyse
and diffuse 3D data on
objects from the museum’s
collections. The raw 3D
data from the objects will
be made available for
download so that educators
can use the data to create
3D models for use in their
classrooms. An example
of a digital representation
of the “Cosmic Buddha”
statue developed through
3D scanning is pictured
below. The announcement
kicked off the Smithsonian
X 3D conference, a two-day
event held in Washington
DC, US, which focused
on the current state of
the Institution’s 3D
programme and where it
is headed in the future.

Openings
On 10 November, 2013,
Northwest Kidney
Centers (NKC), the world’s
first outpatient dialysis
organisation, opened a
history museum and gallery
at its new kidney resource

the museum’s collection had
been located at Kronborg
Castle until December
2012. The new building,
a 7,000 m² underground
structure designed by
Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG),
is built into a 60-year-old
dry dock, transforming
it into a courtyard where
the museums’ exhibitions
are displayed. These
exhibits portray the past
and present of Danish
shipping and navigation
through collections,
film, personal stories,
interactive installations
and games that are geared
to visitors of all ages.

centre in Seattle, US.
The museum showcases
photos, artefacts and
patients’ stories as well
as dialysis machines and
equipment (pictured
below) used throughout
NKC’s 50-year history. The
museum aims to tell the
history of home dialysis and
the different technology
that changed chronic
kidney failure from a death
sentence to a manageable
medical condition. More
information is available on
the organisation’s website:
www.nwkidney.org

New Alliance
A new alliance called the Social
Justice Alliance of Museums
(SJAM) was launched during
the Museums Association

Conference and Exhibition in
Liverpool, UK, on 11 and 12
November, 2013. Explaining
the importance of this alliance,
Dr David Fleming, Director of
National Museums Liverpool
and former Chair of the ICOM
International Committee on
Management (INTERCOM),
said in a statement: “We believe
that by joining more closely
together with organisations
that choose to work with
museums because of our
power to do good, we can find
our collective voice and can
help ensure that the good
work continues, even in a
difficult funding climate.”
The alliance already counts
dozens of organisations from
across the UK and around
the globe as members.
For more information visit
www.sjam.org or contact
sjam@liverpoolmuseums.org.uk n

The Museum of African
Design (MOAD) opened
in Johannesburg on 24
October, 2013. It is the
first design museum to be
established in Africa and
aims to act as a cultural
hub for the entire continent.
MOAD’s director, Aaron
Kohn, said in a statement,
“Engaging with some of
the most exciting ideas
from across Africa and
the Diaspora, and sharing
them in engaging ways,
is going to change the
perception of white-walled,
glass-boxed institutions.”
Southern Guild Showcase,
an annual travelling
exhibition of South Africa’s
top designers, served as
the MOAD’s launch event,
which also included a full
programme of special
events and workshops.
The M/S Maritime Museum
of Denmark in Elsinore
re-opened in its new
building on 5 October, 2013.
First established in 1915,
N°3-4 2013 | ICOMNEWS 5
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Weird–in a
good way
Engaging the community in event planning

©TE PAPA

by Neil Anderson, Practice Leader for Visitor Learning and Audience
Advocacy, Museum of New Zealand, Te Papa Tongarewa

I

t is winter 2013 in Whanganui a Tara (Wellington)
where the Museum of New Zealand, Te Papa
Tongarewa, is located. The museum sits
on the harbour of this capital city of just 451,000 inhabitants.
The city’s houses and apartment blocks are built across the
hills and the dense city centre is surrounded by green swathes of
nature reserve.
A group of eight design students are debriefing with members
of Te Papa’s Audience Engagement team. Everyone is discussing
how the Warhol POP event went the other evening. One of
the students relays informal feedback from guests describing
the event as “weird – but in a good way” and, “awesome but
beyond description.”
This is the kind of language my 21-year-old relatives normally
use to discuss the latest YouTube videos or their experiences at an
alternative club night, not to talk about museum events. And this is
precisely the point.
A new vision
Opening in 1998, Te Papa blazed a unique path in the museum
world, particularly through its strong focus on biculturalism, an
integrated visitor experience, and the museum’s relevance to the
total New Zealand population. Fifteen years later, the museum is
striving to maintain its success as a destination and to have an even
greater impact on New Zealand society.
In 2012, Te Papa chose a new vision for the future: “Changing
hearts, changing minds, changing lives.” This statement reminds
us of our goal as a museum, to connect with our visitors and have
a real impact on society. It is a far cry from the notions that I was
taught as a young museologist in the 1980s, such as “the objects
speak for themselves” and “build/show and they will come.”
This approach sets the tone for Te Papa’s events strategy,
which aims to collaborate with communities to develop new ways
of presenting art, science and contemporary issues with a view to
6 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4 2013

having a stronger
impact on visitors.
The museum
also recognises
that community
collaboration
alone cannot
deliver its public
Anna and friends at Warhol Pop
mission. Six
diverse psychometric segments of the New Zealand population are
considered when targeting audiences for events.
The touring exhibition Warhol: Immortal provided the opportunity
to test this new direction. Te Papa developed a project to collaborate with design students in creating an event that would reflect on
the legacy and relevance of Warhol in today’s world. The museum
developed a small group of design students to collaborate with
Te Papa in developing the concept and planning the delivery of
the event as well as a target audience called the Keen Participant
segment, composed of young people with active and diverse
leisure interests who represented New Zealand’s major ethnic
community backgrounds.
The student planning team selected for the project came from
Open Lab, a professional design studio within Massey University’s
College of Creative Arts that provides student designers with the
opportunity to work on professional ‘real world’ projects while also
being monitored by senior designers. The multi-disciplinary team
was composed of eight fashion, graphic and spatial design and
music students, none of whom had worked together before.
Te Papa worked closely with the student team throughout the

project, which commenced with a week- lives? Formal and informal evaluations
long intensive workshop to develop the were conducted, which suggested that the
creative concept and included two presen- experience had a major impact on both the
tations to the museum. The students core student group that created the event
developed a comprehensive promotional and those who attended it.
T h e Ke e n P a r t i c i p a n t s e g m e n t
plan leading up to the event, which involved
creative on-campus POP installations and expressed positive reactions to Warhol
POP, noting that the
a strong use of social
event had shifted their
m e d i a to c o n n e c t
perceptions of the role
the Keen Participant
Te Papa’s events strategy
audience with the event
includes collaboration with of museums and what
could be done through
and with Te Papa. The
communities to present art, museum events. The
development process
provided students with science and contemporary student planning group
issues in new ways
described having
several opportunities
developed new skills
to gain professional
experience by working with members of and increased confidence in their abilities
the wider Te Papa team, such as a graphic as well as a stronger feeling of connecdesigner, AV technician, and marketing and tion with Te Papa. One student pointed
communications staff on the detailed devel- out that the opportunity to work on a “real
world” project was “beyond anything we’ve
opment of the event.
learned at the university.” The students
expressed interest in further collaboration
with the museum, especially in planning
other events similar to Warhol POP.
Many public museums share Te Papa’s
The result of the project was Warhol POP – a goal of connecting with diverse audiences
highly successful event held at Te Papa on through their events and having a true
31 July, 2013. It was attended by a predomi- impact on society. This model of collaboranantly student audience of approximately tion with local communities, and especially
300 guests and included digital installa- with students who gain skills and expertise
tions, live music, and floor talks relating to through the experience, is an effective way to
the Warhol exhibition. The event gained reach new audiences and engage commuhigh visibility among its target audience nity members in the life of the museum. Te
through the use of social media before, Papa will continue to work towards its vision
during and after the event.
through innovative projects that connect the
So did this project and the ensuing event museum to the local community. Stay tuned
fulfil the goal of changing hearts, minds or for our future events. n

WARHOL POP
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Glasgow at the riverside
How Riverside Museum’s Event Square has become a meeting space for the entire community

Summer fun at Riverside

R

iverside Museum, Scotland’s Museum of Transport and
Travel on the banks of the River Clyde in Glasgow, displays
transport, technology and industrial collections of more
than 3,000 objects, from skateboards to locomotives, paintings
to prams, velocipedes to voiturettes. Designed by prize-winning
architect Zaha Hadid, the museum building houses digital media
and hosts activities, designed to be flexible and responsive to visitor
interest. Riverside has something for all ages.
Since its opening in June 2011, Riverside Museum has
welcomed almost three million visitors, which roughly translates
to about 3,000 visitors per day. The museum has evolved steadily
over the past few years by interacting more and more with visitors
through the organisation of events and other attractions.
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by Paola Koundourioti, Events Manager, Riverside Museum

The large granite Event Square in front of the museum and
the surrounding quayside were designed to provide a space for
informal transport-related activities such as skateboarding and
BMX displays. This interactive and dynamic square, the second
largest in the city, attracts an impressive number of teenagers,
adults and sports enthusiasts. The square also provides a beautiful
event space, allowing the museum to host many transport-related
events that take full advantage of the landscape.
Events and attractions
From May to October, the museum offers attractions, such as
an all-weather picnic village; large grass furniture; the Riverside
Beach; a covered events arena for transport-themed arts, crafts

©RAT RACE EVENTS, WWW.ANDYMCCANDLISH.COM

and activities; and education programming. Exhibitions, competitions, displays,
rallies and interactive entertainment are
also organised through the sustainable
events programme during the spring and
summer months. These attractions enrich
the visitor experience and draw visitors with
a whole range of interests.
The museum also organises signature
events such as the Riverside Rat Race
Adventure, Riverside Extreme, Maggie’s
Night Hike and Prince’s Hospice Midnight
Hike. In addition, the event space is
available for commercial hire to private
organisations, who are using it for a range
of diverse events, such as the Electric
Frog Music Festival, the Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth Games Baton reveal, the
Flying Theater and many product launches.
The continuous supply of wide-ranging
events helps us attract people of all ages
and interests, who stay informed through
our social media pages on future events
and activities. In turn, they are our biggest
advocates, not only by frequently visiting
the museum with their friends and families
but also by helping us attract new visitors
through the best and most credible form of
advertisement available, the word of mouth.

The Riverside Rat Race Adventure is a 10 km run with adventure activities by the River Clyde

and develop activities. Its premise is that in
order to engage with locals, museums must
leave their buildings or territories and form
lasting, reciprocal relationships with both
local organisations and individuals.
Riverside Museum also collaborates
with local stakeholders to organise events
that focus on the River Clyde and its assets,
creating a range of activities both on
land and in the water to engage the local
Developing partnerships
community around the natural heritage of
Riverside Museum aims to form lasting, Glasgow. The museum works closely with
reciprocal relationships with both local Glasgow Life, a charity that delivers cultural
and leisure services on
o rg a n i s a t i o n s a n d
behalf of the Glasgow
individuals through its
Engaging more people
City Council and the
community engagem e n t p r o g r a m m e . in sport and cultural events Clyde Maritime Trust,
the organisation that
An example of these
is crucial to ensuring
manages Glasgow
efforts is the creative
a healthy and inclusive
Harbour, the public
research project,
society
boat launch on the
Hidden Histories,
which is designed to increase the Riverside Riverside Museum site and the Tall Ship
Museum’s connection to its new location, “Glenlee” next to the museum.
Riverside’s events team works closely
focusing on local communities and local
histories in Govan, a district of Glasgow. It w i t h t h e m u s e u m’s m a n a g e m e nt,
aims to develop new strategies for visitor curators and learning and access team
engagement using creative events and to plan events from concept to delivery.
performance practices and to formulate Collaboratively and through our interacand chart new strategies for engagement tion with the public, we identify visitors’
with the local public, specifically for the needs and plan events that meet and
co-creation of events, activities, and inter- even exceed their expectations. The
pretation. The project will encourage and planning and deliver y of Riverside
enable museum staff to work collaboratively Museum events is managed in liaison
with local communities to gather research with the health and safety, licensing, legal

and procurement departments.
Riverside Events programme is funded
by the Glasgow City Council, with additional
income from commercial hires, including a
steady revenue stream from the venue’s
continuous attractions and facilities. The
museum’s events team use this budget
creatively to ensure that activities are varied,
interesting and engaging, attracting people
from across the UK and beyond.
As a testament to its success, the
museum was chosen as European
Museum of the Year for 2013 and winner of
the European Museum Academy Micheletti
in 2012.
Emboldened by these achievements,
the museum aims to continue enhancing
the visitor experience and the impact of
its work. To this end, Riverside is looking
to collaborate with local partners on other
city events and festivals, especially in
light of the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth
Games. Engaging more people in sport
and cultural events is crucial to ensuring
a healthy and inclusive society. The
Riverside Museum aims to take an active
role in this goal, reaching out to new
audiences and engaging visitors not only
through their collections, but also through
active involvement in their events and
activities. Through new partnerships and
a full events calendar, the museum looks
forward to a year of engagement and new
connections in 2014. n
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Are you connected?
Building the museum experience
by Kerron Hamblin, Assistant Curator for Natural History at the Barbados Museum and Historical Society (BMHS)
and Secretary-Treasurer of ICOM Barbados;
and Allison Callender, Curator of Art, BMHS, and Chair of ICOM Barbados

T

A woman handwashing clothing using a jukking board
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ake a moment to reflect on an
experience that you found extremely
satisfying or memorable. What made
this experience gratifying for you? Was it the
way you were treated or perhaps the way it
made you feel? Why was this experience
more significant than another? Chances are
that at some point you made a meaningful
connection that remained with you.
Forming meaningful connections is
central to the visitor experience. Many
museums are now going beyond traditional
exhibitions and installations to engage their
audiences through interactive media and
other forms of technology. This is especially
important in the digital era, in which competition from new entertainment and education
outlets is ever increasing. Internet, smartphones and tablets now provide access to
information that once could only be viewed
by visiting a physical space and pouring
through volumes of literature.
This year’s International Museum
Day theme, Museum Collections Make
Connections, focuses not only on the need
for museum collections to tell a story, but
also on the importance of engaging visitors
through shared memory.
By displaying objects of cultural significance to communities, museums not only
educate visitors about the history and
culture of these communities, but also evoke

memories and personal connections that Barbadian community. Visitors who are
may bring to light new information about the taken on a guided tour at the Springvale
function and history of these objects.
Eco Heritage Museum share memories of a
Traditionally, the museum world has been time when some of the items on display were
very visual, displaying objects behind glass used. It is also an opportunity for younger
cases and forbidding any physical contact. visitors who have not been exposed to these
However, touch is one of the most basic items to broaden and deepen their underways to connect with an object and interac- standing of these historical objects.
Collections can also connect people who
tion with that object may leave a stronger
impression on the visitor’s memory. Through are geographically dispersed due to migratouch, the visitor may better understand and tion. This holds especially true for members of
appreciate how an artefact was used, how it the African diaspora whose cultural artefacts
was produced or even why it is relevant to the have been removed from their original
museum’s collections. According to Graham source. These objects may vary slightly in
Black, author of The Engaging Museum: appearance from those found in Africa, but
Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement can be identical in function. An example of
(Routledge 2005), “the real ambition is to this is presented at the Barbados Museum
engage the visitor’s
& Historical Society,
mind, to generate a
where two types of water
Museums should provide
sense of discovery —
pitchers, one from Sierra
activities that use tactile
what is now referred to
Leone and the other, a
as ‘mind-on’ — rather
traditional Barbadian
stimulation as a tool to
than just ‘hands-on’.”
‘monkey jar’ (a storage
engage visitors
Rather than allowing
container made of clay
visitors to touch objects simply to understand to keep water cold) are displayed. While
their function or texture, museums could similar in shape and function, they are made
provide activities that use tactile stimulation from different resources and under different
as a tool to engage visitors’ minds. This circumstances. Visitors observing the two
could mean arranging sessions in which vessels can make their own connections,
curators can engage visitors on specific linking Barbados to Sierra Leone via the
objects within the collection or on display, Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade. Making these
or allowing visitors to interact with the object connections can help visitors develop a
more personally.
deeper understanding of themselves and
their heritage, showing them how their ancesShared memory
tors contributed to the society in which they live.
There is no doubt that museums play an
The Springvale Eco Heritage Museum
and the Folk Museum are two examples of important role in educating society. In order
museums in Barbados that examine and to have the strongest impact, museums must
interpret the cultural traditions of 19th and create opportunities for visitors to interact with
20 th century Barbadian society through their collections. Enhancing the museum
shared memory. Since these two museums experience must be the main goal of exhibiare the only ones that permanently display tions, ensuring that meaningful connections
aspects of Barbadian-Folk culture, viewing with the collections can be made. n
the collections displayed in these museums Reference:
G. 2005, The Engaging Museum:
encourages social interaction, discussion Black,
Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement,
and involvement within and beyond the Routledge

Shaping the future
Breaking museum stereotypes in Brazil
©DIA PORTO

by Claudia Porto, independent museology consultant and board member
of the ICOM International Committee for Collecting (COMCOL)
The author’s illustration conveys museums’ ability
to make visitors see the world in different ways

T

he power of museums to influence Both museums were created within their
and significantly change a person’s communities and are deeply involved in
life, no matter his or her origin, age, the economic, social and cultural develeducational background or financial status opment of their surrounding populations.
should be widely known. Yet in Brazil, They offer courses and programmes such
and undoubtedly in many other areas of as the Marias Maré, an income-generating
the world, museums are often viewed as initiative designed to preserve textile
boring, old-fashioned places, reminiscent techniques in order to empower women in
of dusty 17th century curiosity cabinets. the community.
But these community museums are
Even if they feature hi-tech exhibitions and
engage in social programmes on cultural not the only institutions that interact with
identity and citizenship, many Brazilians the local population. For example, the
continue to perceive museums as Galeria do Lago at the Museu da República
detached from daily life and more impor- (Republic Museum) displays contempotantly, from their nation’s future.
rary art in a 19th century environment that
The first Brazilian museological school served as Brazil’s presidential palace
was founded in 1932
from 1894 to 1960. The
at the Museu Histórico
gallery aims to estabSocial museology has
Nacional (National
lish a vivid dialogue
become a mantra for
Historical Museum)
between citizenship,
in R io de Ja n eiro.
human rights, political
Brazilian museums
Since then, Brazil has
reflection and art.
witnessed the emergence of more than
Another example is the Museu da
3,000 museums and 14 museological Pessoa, a virtual and collaborative museum
schools throughout the country, according that collects and publishes the real lives of
to the Brazilian Institute of Museums real people in Brazil. Founded in 1991, the
(IBRAM). Now, traditional museums museum has developed its own methodco-exist with innovative technological ology of collecting oral narratives — both
and interactive ones, such as the Museu online and offline — and now stores more
da L íngua Por tuguesa (Por tuguese than 15,000 narratives and 72,000 digital
Language Museum) in São Paulo, and the documents and photographs.
Museu da Gente Sergipana (Museum of
These innovative museums are making
the People of Sergipe) in the north-east of huge efforts to engage their public. So why
the country.
do Brazilian audiences still view museums
Social museology has become a as old-fashioned, archaic institutions?
mantra for Brazilian museums, encouraging the creation of the Museu de Favela Drinking about museums
(Favela Museum) in Rio de Janeiro, In July 2013 a journalist friend and I brought
or the Museu da Maré, a community an initiative to Brazil that had first appeared
museum located in one of Rio’s biggest in 2012 in Boston, USA, and spread rapidly
and most populous favela complexes. throughout the US and countries such as

the UK, Australia and Qatar. It was called
Drinking About Museums (#drinkingaboutmuseums). The movement has a
simple yet appealing purpose: to talk about
museums in a fun, relaxing atmosphere.
In Brazil, all museum lovers are invited,
regardless of age or profession and
everyone is encouraged to express their
opinion. Participants meet and discuss
one or more themes that can change over
the course of the evening. Our goal was
to chat with museum audiences face-toface in a more informal way, and to foster
the exchange of information between
museums themselves (for example,
research results or the success of a
new app).
So far three meetings have been held in
Brazil: two in Rio and one simultaneously
in three different states: Rio, São Paulo and
Belo Horizonte. During these meetings,
it became clear that ordinary people
like talking about museums. They enjoy
speaking freely about them, about what
moves audiences and what doesn’t. They
are happy to exchange ideas with museum
specialists, and they are interested in being
part of the process of improving museums.
One of the most important lessons
learned so far during these fun, informal
meetings is that changing the stereotype
might be easier than expected. By interacting more with audiences and responding
to major events, from flooding to street
protests, museums can connect with what’s
important today in people’s lives.
Mia Couto, a Mozambican writer that
everyone should read at least once in their
lifetime, says that museums should only
collect the past if they can shape the future.
So, let’s do it. Let’s shape the future. n
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Changing curricula

Adapting education programmes to a changing
museum landscape
by Dr Phaedra Livingstone, Assistant Professor in Museum Studies and Arts Management at the University of Oregon, and board member of the
International Committee for the Training of Personnel (ICTOP);
and Dr Joy Davis, former Director of the University of Victoria’s Cultural Heritage Management programmes, and ICTOP board member

K

eeping pace with the global forces transforming
our world is a challenge for both museums and
the education programmes that prepare and
up-skill museum professionals. New epistemological, social, economic and technological
changes have created new opportunities and
expectations for the ways the cultural sector stewards and ensures
access to heritage. These changes inform both the content of training
12 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4 2013

curricula and the ways in which professional associations, universities, colleges, museums and workers approach the critical task of
teaching and learning for professional practice.
Historically, the need to develop a professional workforce with
competencies in core functional areas like collections management,
exhibition design and administration has been the dominant force
shaping curricula for all manner of museum training programmes.
In recent years, however, the number and range of programmes

available internationally has expanded significantly. Museum studies
or museology curricula – the terms are often used interchangeably,
particularly in North America – have been diversifying rapidly and
moving beyond a narrow focus on the still crucial procedural knowledge and core competencies needed by professionals. Often this
is an additive process that increases the complexity and scope of a
curriculum. At times, this is the result of disciplinary hybridisation (e.g.
museology being added to the offerings of an arts management
academic department) and sometimes the complexity results from
greater specialisation (e.g. a full programme dedicated to museum
leadership education). In a bid to respond to the demands on
museums today, programme designers and instructors are increasingly weaving themes of social justice, collaboration, social media,
sustainability, digital curation, public engagement, programme
evaluation, leadership and accountability through their curricula.

distinctive characteristics and needs of diverse museum communities. These new programmes are often innovative as they draw
on contemporary curricula, learning theory and instructional
technologies as starting points for programming. At the same time,
established programmes everywhere are re-examining their curricula
and programming in light of the changing roles of museums, increasingly diverse workforces, career progression and growing complexity
in disciplinary and workplace dynamics. Good programmes recognise that they are not just reacting to changing museum needs – they
play critical roles in shaping the attitudes, knowledge and skills of
both emerging and established professionals who, in turn, shape the
museums in which they work.

Adapting to change
The challenge of keeping pace with global changes is a major topic
of interest for the ICOM International Committee for the Training of
Personnel (ICTOP). Members of this long-standing committee,
Learning platforms
founded in 1968, have developed curricula, conducted research on
Museology pedagogy is also changing. Instructional methods
emerging issues and approaches to museum work, created bestare shifting to make learning for professional practice more timely
practice guidelines, and offered a collegial
and accessible. Curriculum designers and
network for the many museology pedagogues
instructors have more educational technology
Established programmes around the world.
options available than ever before. Some
A recent joint session on museology
universities and professional associations everywhere are re-examining
their curricula in light
between ICTOP, ICOFOM (ICOM International
are offering instruction online, in some cases
Committee for Museology) and CIDOC (ICOM
simply replacing a correspondence course
of the changing roles of
International Committee for Documentation)
mode of delivery, but ideally taking advantage
museums
took place at the ICOM 2013 triennial conferof the richer information and student contact
that can be supported through online platforms. Most museology
ence in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The session, entitled Exploring
training, however, remains face-to-face instruction with significant
museology terminology: from conceptualisation to knowledge
time dedicated to learning through internships and applied research.
transfer, included two panels, the first of which explored the topic
Contemporary programmes generally recognise that life-long
of museology and capacity building of museum professionals:
learning must be a professional norm and many are creating hybrid
specialised language and global interfaces, with papers by Drs
learning opportunities for mid-career and senior professionals to
Martin Schärer (Chair of the ICOM Ethics Committee and former
keep up with changes in professional knowledge without needing
Vice-President of ICOM), Richard Sandell (Professor of Museum
to leave their work environments. Curriculum documents suggest
Studies at the University of Leicester, UK), and Eiji Mizushima
that programmes often honour differing learning styles and cultural
(Professor at the University of Tsukuba, Japan, and Vice-Chair
perspectives, aspiring to create more respectful and welcoming
of ICOM Japan). In the brief analysis these instructors offered of
classrooms and workplaces.
terms one might consider standard, it was clear that museological
Within post-secondary education, this evolution is further compliperspectives across the world remain more diverse than the terms
that represent them.
cated as new claims are laid on museology as an academic terrain.
This diversity of perspectives and the importance of professional
Museum studies has at times been dismissed in universities as a
education in embracing change and building capacity is reflected
technical framework for the application of theory from such disciin the articles featured in this ICOM News special report on training
plines as art history or anthropology, but museology is increasingly
museum professionals. From the exciting International Training
being embraced (or some would say subsumed) by disciplines as
Centre initiative in Beijing to the description of a new museum studies
a new area of theory. Recent interest in theories of materiality, for
programme in Iran, the authors reinforce the ways in which new
example, is breathing new relevance into museum collections for
approaches to professional education are meeting the needs of
academic anthropologists, historians and art historians. Heritage,
diverse international museum professionals. n
arts and cultural management programmes are likewise emerging
as fields of overlapping concern with museum studies.
The ICTOP website ( http://network.icom.museum/ictop) offers links to a range
Worldwide, new programmes are emerging to address the
of current teaching and learning resources.
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Conservation now
The impact of higher education qualifications
on the delivery of conservation programmes

©ELENABURN-FOTOLIA.COM/ PETAIR -FOTOLIA.COM

by A Jean E Brown, Senior Lecturer, Northumbria University

D

elivering higher education conservation programming at
the master’s level in England, Wales and Northern Ireland
today is proving a challenge. A national Framework for
Higher Education Qualifications (FHEQ), developed by the Quality
Assurance Agency for Higher Education in these countries was
first published in 2001. As such, the FHEQ governs the structure of
higher education in England, Wales and Northern Ireland .
The fundamental premise of the FHEQ is that qualifications
should be awarded on the basis of achieving outcomes rather
than on periods of study. Qualification descriptors are key to this
premise and identify the generic outcomes and attributes expected
for the award of individual qualifications. These outcomes represent the integration of various learning experiences resulting from
designated and coherent programmes of study. The qualifications,
which develop graduates with high-level analytical skills and a
broad range of competences, are therefore distinct from training
or the acquisition of higher level skills alone. Despite the focus on
outcomes, most undergraduate degrees last three years, while
postgraduate degrees require one.
The Bologna Process is a series of ministerial meetings and
agreements between European countries designed to ensure
comparability in the standards and quality of higher education
14 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4 2013

qualifications. Increasingly, higher education institutions, students
and employers operate and compete in a European and international context. The Bologna Declaration recommended a total
period of five years of higher education made up of a three year
undergraduate degree followed by a two year master’s degree in
order to enter conservation practice.
The FHEQ was designed to meet the expectations of the Bologna
Declaration and thus align with The Framework for Qualifications
of the European Higher Education Area (FQ-EHEA). As such, the
labels used to distinguish the different levels of the FQ-EHEA (short,
first, second and third cycle) have also been incorporated into the
FHEQ. However that is as far as the alignment goes. In practice
FHEQ’s focus on cognitive learning outcomes and Bologna’s focus
on periods of study are not easily or readily aligned.
Professional Accreditation of Conservator-Restorers
Professional Accreditation of Conservator-Restorers (PACR) is the
professional practice assessment for conservation professionals
wishing to gain accredited status, demonstrating that a practitioner
is a fully qualified and capable professional. The PACR accreditation framework applies a common standard across the profession,
regardless of the route taken to reach a professional level of
capability, specialism, or the context in which the conservatorrestorer practices.
PACR identifies specific skill sets that are required to practice
conservation at a professional level. Whereas the FHEQ focuses
primarily on generic cognitive outcomes and Bologna on periods
of study, PACR focuses on knowledge and skills relevant to
conservation practice. The challenge for those delivering conservation programmes is to find a way of aligning the often conflicting
demands of Bologna and PACR within the FHEQ framework by
which they are governed.
In the past the conservation employer was not central to the
dialogue about what skills and knowledge were required to practice
conservation. At the time this was not a problem since higher education could afford to run the resource-intensive, lengthy programmes
recommended by professional organisations. Their graduates thus
had the skills and knowledge to undertake the complex interventive treatments and research required by employers. However, the
economic downturn and reduction in government funding has

impacted both museums and higher education. Many museums
have lost 40% or more of their funding and must focus on activities
that attract more visitors and revenue, cutting back on expensive
activities such as highly interventive conservation treatments
and research. This raises the question, should conservation
programmes modify their curricula to meet the demands of the
new market and secure the employability of their graduates?
In 2009 the British Government withdrew all funding for higher
education in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. This had previously subsidised student fees to the tune of 50%. The economic
downturn has meant that universities scrutinise all programmes in
terms of student numbers and resourcing costs. These developments place conservation programmes in a less than desirable
position and many are forced to make changes in order to survive
such as increasing student numbers and/or reducing the length
of their programmes.
Students are now required to make up the shortfall in fees.
Many potential students can no longer afford to give up work to
relocate to a university campus and are demanding alternative,
more flexible forms of study.
Developments in Higher Education
Advances in technology have enabled higher education
to respond to student expectations by introducing greater
flexibility with an increasing number of programmes offered

on a full/part time basis either on campus or online. In many
cases these developments have focused on the delivery of
learning and teaching materials via an e-learning platform
(ELP), which can be used to hold and deliver a wide range of
engaging and interactive learning and teaching materials that
can integrate lecture presentations with video, voice-overs
and audiovisual demonstration of practical processes. The
ELP enables students to return to the materials as often as
required to embed their understanding.
Although adversity and change create a challenging
context in which to deliver higher education conservation
programmes, they can present opportunities to reconsider
what we do and how we do it, which can have positive
outcomes in the long term. In 2013 the Working Groups for
Education and Training and Preventive Conservation of the
ICOM International Committee for Conservation (ICOM-CC)
gathered data on changes in museum practice and their
impact on conservation practice. This was done to identify
the learning outcomes required by conservation graduates in
order to secure jobs. A substantial amount of data has been
gathered through surveys on the experiences of conservation
graduates, conservation programmes, practising conservators and those employing conservators. The data is in the
process of being collated and Conser vation Now will be
published in 2014 as an ICOM-CC publication. n

A new age of intercultural learning
by Emma Nardi, Chair of the ICOM International Committee for Education and Cultural Action (CECA)
and Professor of Educational Sciences at Roma Tre University, Italy

The Board of the ICOM International
Committee for Education and
Cultural Action (CECA) is working on
an ambitious project to create a global
centre for distance learning education
and cultural action. This platform will
train both museum professionals and
researchers to organise education and
cultural mediation activities and help
researchers develop various methods
for evaluating and contextualising
these events.
As CECA aims to reach a wide number
of professionals around the world, distance learning presents many advantages. It allows professionals to continue working during their studies and

to decide on the pace of their progress
throughout the curriculum, depending
on their personal learning style. The
platform will also enable students to
communicate easily with the school
and among themselves. The ideal
model for this centre must incorporate
course materials and evaluation, while
remaining flexible enough to allow for
individual learning methods.
CECA’s network enables it to draw
upon the expertise of specialists of
all kinds to develop quality courses
on a wide range of subjects. The
CECA Board is in the process of
creating a prototype for the centre
based on their Best Practice model,

which provides recommendations
on developing standardised courses
in education and cultural mediation
that still take cultural differences into
account. The use of this model will allow the centre’s students to carry out
educational projects and share experiences using a common language.
The prototype for the centre will be
evaluated in March 2014. Once validated, the platform will be available to
other International and National
Committees as well as the ICOM
Secretariat. CECA hopes that the
project’s scope will broaden in the
future, providing a useful training tool
for the entire ICOM network.
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Starting at the root
©ESCRBCG

Conservation-restoration studies
in Spain call for stronger regulation
by Fernando Carrera, Director of the Higher Institute of Conservation and
Restoration of Cultural Property, Galicia (ESCRBG)
Pre-historic pottery vessel after
conservation treatment at ESCRBCG

T

he physical preservation of the
world’s cultural heritage rests on the
shoulders of conservator-restorers.
It is a highly scientific and technical profession, requiring knowledge of a wide range of
techniques and skills. The scientific nature of
the profession and the crucial role conservator-restorers play in heritage preservation
demonstrates the importance of ensuring
quality conservation-restoration academic
and training programmes. In Spain, a lack of
standardisation of academic programmes
is causing discrepancies in the quality of
education in this sector.
This need for standardisation of conservation and restoration studies in Spain
dates back to 1977, when two equivalent
academic programmes were established
for this discipline. Universities across
the country offered a Grado universitario
conservation-restoration qualification,
while Higher Institutes of ConservationRestoration provided an equivalent
programme, called Título superior.
While the qualifications are similar and
both programmes require the same amount
of time and credits to complete (four years,
240 credits), there is a significant difference
between the educational and professional
opportunities for the students and teaching
staff of these institutions. For example,
Higher Institutes’ assessment systems do
not allow for compatibility with university
programmes, making the transfer of credits
impossible. Higher Institutes are also unable
to offer doctoral programmes.
In addition, graduate students from
Higher Institutes have fewer opportunities
for international exchange than university
students. While Spanish university credits
16 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4
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are equivalent to those of any other institu- conservation-restoration field. These
tion of the European Higher Education Area, shortfalls affect the day-to-day work
this is not the case for Higher Institutes, of professionals and lead to low public
because their titles have not been verified investment in conservation projects.
Unfortunately, the abundance of regional
by an independent accreditation agency.
The creation of these two parallel cultural heritage laws has failed to tackle
academic structures has led to the the lack of regulation within the profession.
The guidelines developed by the
development of a wide range of qualifications with different names, content and European Confederation of Conservatoreducational standards, which has compli- Restorers’ Organisations (ECCO) point
cated the regulation of this profession. out that conservator-restorers should
The recent proliferation of postgraduate complete: “a period of full-time study in
studies programmes related to cultural conservation-restoration of no less than
heritage in the disciplines of Art History, five years at a university (or at a recognised
Architecture, the Humanities and others, equivalent level).” To attain this goal in
which sometimes encroach on the Spain there is a need for a unified structure
conservator-restorer profession, has not of educational institutions and curricula
that sets a standard for
helped matters. Due to
graduate-level study in
the lack of regulation
Inconsistency among
this discipline. This is
of the conservationeducational institutions an important step, but
restoration market in
Spain, the employment
has affected professional it does not fully address
the problem. The true
of non-specialists in
cohesion
end goal would be to
the field can have the
effect of diluting professional standards in homogenise master’s-level programmes in
Spain, ensuring a more consistent quality
the sector.
The laws that have been enacted to of education for conservator-restorers and
regulate the Spanish education system therefore encouraging increased collaborahave failed to resolve these issues. For tion and research activity in this sector.
instance, the proliferation of conservationIn order to tackle the challenges that
restoration programmes in Spain and the conservator-restorers currently face, it is
inconsistency of their curricula are in direct essential to start at the root of the problem:
violation of the Bologna Declaration, which the lack of standardisation of conservationrequires that all European higher education restoration programmes in Spain. The
be compatible and accredited.
profession urgently needs to be regulated
to ensure that museum collections receive
Consequences for professional activity adequate care, but also so that conservatorInc onsistency among educ ational restorers uphold the responsibility of their
institutions has negatively affected profes- profession: the preservation of tangible
sional cohesion and collaboration in the cultural heritage. n
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Creating a training centre
The development of the ICOM-ITC from an idea
to a functioning institution

Participants and lecturers at the first training session of ICOM-ITC at the Palace Museum, Beijing, China

A

fter three years of planning and development, the ICOM
International Training Centre for Museum Studies (ICOMITC) held its first workshop from 4-13 November, 2013 in
Beijing, China.
The idea to develop the ICOM-ITC had first been set in motion
during the November 2010 ICOM General Conference in Shanghai,
where a resolution was passed to establish this training centre in
Beijing. By providing training programmes for museum professionals, the centre is intended to “promote research and exchange
among museums at an international level and develop the museum
expertise of professionals from developing countries, especially
those from the Asia-Pacific region,” in accordance with the
18 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4 2013
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by Guo Meixia, Head of the Publicity and Education Department, the Palace Museum;
and Claude Faubert, Vice President, Collection and Research at the Canada Science and Technology Museum and Coordinator of the
ICOM-ITC workshops

resolution. In addition, in keeping with the ICOM 2011-2013 Strategic
Plan, the centre would provide ICOM members from developing
countries with the opportunity to participate in ICOM-led training
programmes in areas relevant to museum management. After
many months of hard work, the project was presented to the ICOM
Executive Council at its April 2013 meeting in Paris, at which point
the creation of the ICOM-ITC was officially approved.
The project came to fruition on 1 July, 2013, when the training
centre was officially inaugurated at Beijing’s Palace Museum, where
it is housed. The event was jointly hosted by Dr Song Xinchao,
Chairperson of ICOM China, and Dr Shan Jixiang, Director of the
Palace Museum. The inauguration included the presentation of the

centre’s newly appointed Director, Dr Song Jirong, Deputy Director
of the Palace Museum, as well as the signing of an agreement
between ICOM, ICOM China and the Palace Museum.
This event was followed by a one-and-a-half day meeting that
brought together international museum experts, representatives of ICOM, Chinese museum experts and ICOM-ITC staff to
discuss and develop ideas for the training centre’s programme
and workshops. Some of the major topics they discussed included
the protocol for the training centre’s certification, the importance of
leadership in museums today, training in exhibition development
and international partnerships for the ICOM-ITC, particularly in the
Asia-Pacific region. It was during this meeting that the first workshop
of the training centre was scheduled for November 2013 and two
workshops were planned for spring and autumn 2014. It was also
decided that each workshop would host 25 to 30 participants, half
of them from Chinese museums and the other half from abroad,
and that the workshops would be designed for museum professionals in middle management positions, in order to best address
the training needs of Chinese museums.

Senghor University was established in May 1989 at the International Organisation of the Francophonie (OIF) Summit of Heads
of State and Government. An operating agency of the OIF, Senghor University is an international private institution of graduate
and doctoral studies recognised as a public charity organisation, providing multi-disciplinary training focused on development in a globalised context.
Since its creation in 1991, the University’s Culture Department
has offered high-level training for African cultural heritage professionals that focuses on major challenges encountered by all
professionals and more specifically on management of artistic
industries, commonly called ‘cultural industries.’ The department
also offers a specialisation in communication and media, which
is presented as both a major challenge and an essential vehicle
for cultural dissemination in the 21st century.
Senghor University’s international faculty, which is composed of
academics, qualified professional experts, cultural public administrators and specialists experienced in the field of media and
communication, guarantees quality instruction of core subjects
and practical training.

Training programmes
To develop its workshops, the ICOM-ITC draws upon the
expertise of museum experts within ICOM’s network and other
specialists from around the world. The centre’s Programme
Committee is responsible for the overall planning of the content
of the training programmes, the development of the curricula
and the selection of the lecturers. ICOM China and the ICOM
General Secretariat will also participate in the planning and
development of training programmes, providing resources,
expertise and financial support to the ICOM-ITC. The Palace
Museum provides the ICOM-ITC with the necessary personnel,
office space and classrooms. It also covers the operational
expenses needed to run the training centre and the workshops,
including scholarship support for the participants.
The centre’s first workshop, which focused on the theme
Current Best Practices in Museum Management in a Diversified
and Changing World was a great success. Bringing together
more than 30 international and Chinese participants, it offered a
series of presentations given by lecturers from around the world.
The workshop covered topics ranging from ethics to exhibition
development to creating partnerships. It emphasised both
individual and group participation, offering a mix of lectures,
group problem-solving exercises and museum visits.
The staff of the ICOM-ITC is already hard at work planning the
two workshops that will be offered in 2014. For information about
these two workshops and about the ICOM International Training
Centre, please write to ICOMITC@gmail.com n
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A Swiss success story
The courses organised by ICOM
Switzerland respond to the museum
world’s growing demand
for professionalism and quality

“I particularly appreciated the balance struck between theory and practice.”
- a participant in the course on exhibition texts, 21 October, 2013

R

eturning from Paris in 1946, where
he had participated in the creation
of ICOM, Fritz Gysin, Director of
the Swiss National Museum, wrote to his
country’s museum professionals about the
importance of networking, mutual assistance and training.
Today, almost 70 years later, training is
one of ICOM Switzerland’s top priorities: in
2013 alone, the committee endorsed eight
training programmes organised by third
parties and conducted no fewer than 35
training days in French, German and Italian
– a figure that is growing every year.
What is the source of this enthusiasm?
The Swiss museum landscape is particularly rich, counting over 1,100 museums
20 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4 2013
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by David Vuillaume, Secretary General, ICOM Switzerland

for a country of eight million inhabitants. Its
visitors are active and curious – but above
all, they have high expectations. Museum
directors seek to meet this demand by
offering high quality services and taking
special care of their collections. Finally,
while only a third of Swiss museums are
directly overseen by public authorities,
museums often apply to these authorities
for funding. As public resources are limited,
many Swiss museums seek to become
more competitive by improving the quality of
their services through professional training.
The few museum-specific training
programmes that do exist in Switzerland are
highly varied, both in subject material and
quality, and for economic reasons they exist

largely within an institutional framework. It is
therefore appropriate, and even necessary,
for a not-for-profit organisation like ICOM
Switzerland, whose actions are grounded
in ethical standards, to play a role in the
training of museum professionals. To this
end, ICOM Switzerland organises courses
and actively recommends those offered by
other parties.
ICOM Switzerland takes its role of
recommending training programmes to its
members seriously, refusing to endorse a
programme without first verifying its quality,
content and aims. The committee has thus
implemented a system of endorsement
that only selects training courses taught by
individuals with professional experience in
the museum field. Training courses must
also cover the ICOM Code of Ethics in
order to be recommended. In 2013, ICOM
Switzerland officially recommended only
eight such courses to its 1,600+ members.
These institutions often highlight the Swiss
National Committee’s endorsement in their
communication material.
A s t ra i n i n g c o u r s e s of fe re d i n
Switzerland do not meet the needs of all
professionals, ICOM Switzerland has
developed its own series. In 2004, it established a training commission charged with
surveying the needs of Swiss museum
professionals. The 10 or so experts sitting
on the commission develop the primary
objectives of the training programme based
on requests made to the ICOM Switzerland
General Secretariat and evaluations of
existing courses as well as personal experiences in their own respective networks.
Supply and demand
The main aim of ICOM Switzerland’s
training programmes is not to prepare
participants for the job market, but to
provide active professionals with the opportunity to acquire new skills. The training
sessions are designed to be short and more
practical than theoretical. Training courses
are offered only in areas where there is

The courses are organised by expert training professionals, who are
a visible gap on the Swiss training market, but the demand for
professional training still largely surpasses the programme’s chosen by ICOM Switzerland, and are open to all. However, members
capacity. The programme has a limited budget as it does not of the committee benefit from a reduced rate. Registration fees are set as
receive public funding. Although this can be restrictive, it also low as possible, allowing all interested individuals to participate. For each
ensures a higher quality programme in some respects because annual session, online registration begins at the end of the previous year,
the only training courses included are those responding directly opening enrolment for the 400 professionals who participate in ICOM
Switzerland’s courses each year.
to current demand.
Training sessions are also sometimes given
Up until a few years ago, basic training in
museology did not exist in Swiss universities. The training sessions are on request for a museum or group of museums.
designed to be short
Certain courses are even requested beyond
In collaboration with ICOM Switzerland, the
national borders, as is the case for the one
University of Neuchâtel launched an M.A.
and more practical
designed for welcoming and security staff, which
in Museum Studies. In contrast, the Swiss
than theoretical
has been offered in Luxemburg and Germany. In
National Committee’s basic museology
course is short, practical and non-academic, yet it has been response to requests from around the world, ICOM Switzerland plans to
very popular as well, attracting at least twice as many candidates collaborate with ICOM Zambia to provide an English version of certain
courses, enabling it to share its training courses with a wider public.
as the programme can accommodate.
The future holds many new challenges, including the internationIn addition to its basic course, which provides an overview of
various museum professions, ICOM Switzerland offers specific alisation of exchanges and the development of other course formats
courses on welcoming visitors, exhibitions, institutional manage- – notably online programmes. In this area, ICOM Switzerland has much
ment and collections management. Some examples of courses in to learn. The committee looks forward to developing its training series to
the Committee’s portfolio include Welcoming Visitors in English, meet today’s demands, while continuing to strengthen the quality and
Improving the Quality of Guided Tours, Exhibition Texts, Museum availability of museum professional training within Swiss borders and
Shops, Exhibition Evaluations, Museums and Law, Volunteers beyond. n
More information at: www.museums.ch/en/education
and Professionals, and Handling Objects in Collections.
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A new approach
The Art University of Tehran launched the first and only
M.A. programme in Museum Studies in Iran in 2013
by Kouros Samanian Ph.D., Assistant Professor in Museum Studies, Art University of Tehran
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Kouros discussing current research methods and approaches
with the students at the Art University of Tehran

not up to date with trends in museums
worldwide today. The creation of an M.A.
programme in Museum Studies therefore became a necessity for developing
research and problem-solving skills in
museums.
Background to the programme
The curriculum of the M.A. programme
in Museum Studies was first written as a
research project by Samad Samanian,
Head of Postgraduate Studies of the Art
University of Tehran, and myself, at the
Art University of Tehran between 2011
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ntil 2013, the B.A. programme in
curatorship was the only educational programme relevant to
museum work available in Iranian universities and higher education institutions. The
programme has produced graduates from
the Higher Education Centre of Cultural
Heritage Organisation in Tehran since
1995, from the Art University of Isfahan
since 2000, and the Art University of Shiraz
since October 2013. Sasan Samanian was
the first graduate of this programme in
September 1998. A professional diploma
in curatorship has also been offered in
Iran since 1989, providing basic training in
museum affairs. Prior to that time, Iranian
museum professionals did not have
access to training to carry out their specific
functions.
Inspired by the emergence of British
and French archaeology, Iranian museums
have historically taken the approach of
conserving objects of primarily archaeological and historical value. A clear example
of this is the National Museum of Iran, a
primarily archaeological museum established in 1937. This archaeology-centric
approach also extended to the field of
museum studies in Iran.
Since the founders of the initial museum
studies programme were mostly archaeologists, the curriculum focused on
archaeological issues and the conservation of historical materials, the modules
Curatorship 1 and Curatorship 2 were the
only specifically museum-related courses
in the programme. This approach was

and 2013. In collaboration with Marziyeh
Hekmat of the Museology Department at
the Isfahan Art University and Mohammad
Hekmat, a graduate of museology, the
curriculum was revised several times
before being accepted by Iran’s Ministry
of Science, Research and Technology in
early 2013. The group researched wellknown programmes in museum studies
worldwide and developed the programme
based on global experiences and local
needs. However, the main source of inspiration was the Faculty of Museum Studies
at the University of Leicester, UK, where I

carried out four years of Ph.D. research from 2006-2009, becoming
the first Iranian to hold a Ph.D. in Museum Studies. Dr. Yousef
Mansourzadeh also recently graduated from a Ph.D. programme
of Museology at the National Museum of India.
An important starting point was changing the name of the
programme from B.A. in Curatorship to B.A. in Museology and
modifying the syllabus according to new approaches in the field. At
present, the M.A. programme in Museum Studies is an extension of
the B.A. programme in Museology. The goal of the M.A. in Museum
Studies is to train and enhance the knowledge and practical skills of
those with a B.A. degree, enabling them to carry out research and/
or manage various museums.
Candidates with a bachelor’s degree in any discipline can join
the M.A. programme but they are required to take the National
University Entrance Exam run by Iran’s Ministry of Science,
Research and Technology. Priority is given to candidates with
the best results. International students can also enrol in the
programme, but those who do not speak Farsi will be required to
attend a language course as all classes are in Farsi.
For the first year, the university announced that the programme
would accommodate seven students*, but that it would consider
increasing this number in the future. Indeed, 10 places have been
confirmed for 2014. The M.A. programme requires two years of
full-time study, consisting of three provisional modules for students
who have not taken the required classes during their bachelor
studies, eight core courses including the M.A. dissertation, and
five optional modules.

of this movement through the opening of this department in the
Art University of Tehran. It is a step towards the day in which the
history, culture and the civilisation of this land is perceived the ways
it should be.”
Iran benefits from a unique variety of historical and cultural
works, and significant progress is being observed in its museums
today. These further highlight the need to educate more scholars
to postgraduate level in order to meet the needs of Iranian society.
The major emphasis of the M.A. programme will be on the global
functioning of museums in Iran and in other Islamic societies around
the world. A solid introduction to Iranian-Islamic history, culture and
art will emphasise the unique cultural features of the region.
I hope this new programme will be useful for museum enthusiasts and specialists in the region, particularly in Persian-speaking
countries, and that the benefits will be visible in new approaches to
the museum field in Iran. n
A n M. A . p r o g r a m m e i n M u s eu m M a n a g e m e nt i s cu r r e nt l y i n
development at the Art University of Tehran.
*(The students registered for 2013 are: Manije Fallah, Atefeh Gorgani-Firoozjaei,
Fariba Sadri, Parisa Emami-Dolatabadi, Neda Izadian, Ali Mahmoodi and
Hamid Reza Hasan-Shiri).

Initial response
The new programme in Museum Studies in Iran has received the
support and endorsement of Dr Suzanne MacLeod (Head of the
School of Museum Studies) and Prof. Richard Sandell (Professor
of Museum Studies) at the University of Leicester. When the
programme was launched, they released a statement saying:
“[...] For nearly 50 years students from many different parts of the
world have participated in museum studies programmes with the
University of Leicester. Our philosophy has always been to expose
students to leading edge, international thinking and practice in the
field and to provide rich opportunities for sharing and debating
students’ own perspectives and insights. We are delighted that
Dr Kouros Samanian has been inspired by his experiences to
develop a new M.A. programme at the Art University of Tehran
which, by blending universal ideas about people and culture with
an understanding of local needs and issues, can support a shift
in museums in Iran and beyond that will benefit not only emerging
museum professionals but, most importantly, future audiences for
museums.”
So far, feedback from students has also been encouraging.
Two months into the programme Manije Fallah said: “The museum
world has been through undeniable changes. As a student of
museum studies, I seized this opportunity to make my country part
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HERITAGE IN DANGER UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY
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Protecting unseen treasure

An underwater view of La Lune, shipwrecked off Toulon, France in 1664

The looting and destruction of underwater archaeological heritage: the French experience
by Michel L’Hour, Director of the French Underwater Archaeology Research Department;
and France Desmarais, ICOM Director of Programmes and Development

L

ooting and destruction are the main
threats faced by archaeological
objects in cultural heritage sites
around the world, including those hidden
deep under the ocean. When protected,
these treasures can be professionally
excavated and the recovered objects
presented in museums. However, the reality
is that underwater archaeological heritage,
as much a victim of plunder as any other
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kind of heritage, is in grave danger today.
France has taken a leading role in
protecting underwater heritage, serving as
a model for the rest of the world both in their
legislation and public investment on this
issue. The country has over 100 museums
containing underwater archaeological
collections, such as the Maritime Museum
of Tatihou and the Arles Museum. As early
as 1966, France became the first country in

the world to create a specific governmental
body to ensure the protection, study and
development of its underwater heritage:
the French Underwater Archaeology
Research Department (DRASSM). The
creation of DRASSM, which is still one of the
rare organisations of this kind in the world,
was an ambitious endeavour. Employing
archaeologists trained as professional
divers, its mission was to intervene in the

French Public Maritime Domain, which is
the second largest Economic Exclusive
Zone in the world, covering 11 million km2
that contain 10% of the planet’s coral reefs
and 20% of its coral atolls.

depths, according to Greenpeace, those
who do, affect an area equal to the size of
5,000 football fields for each bottom-trawl
haul.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s
DRASSM-trained underwater archaeOf looters and trawlers
ologists, launched an awareness-raising
The underwater world has always been campaign for amateur divers on the
a source of curiosity and interest. In the consequences of removing objects from
1950s, scuba diving equipment became underwater sites.
more accessible in France, making
From the late 1980s to the early 1990s,
deep sea diving a popular activity. By professional fishermen’s organisations
the 1970s, looting of
were encouraged to
underwater wreckages
fit out their boats with
was commonplace, in
computers, GPS and
Combating looting and
spite of French legisla- illegal trade in underwater chart-plotters, allowing
them to approach
tion introduced in the
objects is only possible
w re c k a g e s w i t h o u t
17th century stating the
by first implementing the
destroying archaeologState’s ownership of
relevant legislation
wreckages found in its
ical remains or snagging
waters. The situation
them in their nets. This
was only to worsen as better-equipped has not only decreased the destruction
teams began to develop looting in a more of underwater sites, but has also made
organised and prolific manner.
it possible to access precise data on the
Improvements in diving equipment later exact location of many wreckages.
led to the development of rebreathers,
Thanks to this campaign, by the
which allow experienced divers to reach mid-1990s plundering in France had nearly
depths of up to 150 metres. As a result, stopped, but the problem re-emerged in the
sites that had previously been protected early 2000s, facilitated by developments in
from looters due to their unattainable depth diving technology, an increase in professional
suddenly became accessible to divers.
treasure hunters, the collapse of fish stocks,
Deep sea fishing methods can also namely due to overfishing, and an increase in
pose a significant threat to underwater industrial activities and offshore works.
archaeological heritage. Starting from the
Faced with the proliferation of threats to
1970s, bottom-trawling, which involves underwater heritage, UNESCO established
dragging trawl (fishing nets) along the in 2001 the Convention on the Protection of
ocean floor, became a common practice the Underwater Cultural Heritage in order to
among deep-sea fishers. This method raise awareness among national governcan cause the destruction and dispersal ments on the need for stronger protection
of underwater archaeological sites, even measures, the protection of heritage in
those far below the ocean’s surface, and as general being a national responsibility.
technology advances, the problem is only
getting worse. According to DRASSM’s National solutions to a global problem
observations, in the 1970s, the average As in fighting any type of illicit traffic in
depth of wreckages destroyed by deep sea cultural heritage, combating looting and
fishing was 150-300 metres; by 2000, it had illegal trade in underwater objects is only
increased to 300-1,500 metres. While few possible through the development,
fishermen have trawlers that reach these ratification and proper implementation of

relevant international legislation.
Creating national organisations like
DRASSM, increasing the availability of
training courses in marine, underwater
and coastal archaeology, and raising
awareness on looting and all other threats
worldwide are among the solutions to
limit the destruction of immersed cultural
goods.
DR ASSM has also facilitated the
identification of a large number of archaeological wreckages through its deep-sea
surveillance programme. In cooperation
with private companies and engineering
schools, robot technology specifically
dedicated to carrying out archaeological
work at great depths is currently being
developed. La Lune (the Moon), a 1664
wreck discovered 20 years ago at 90
metres below the surface of the Bay of
Toulon in France, has been chosen to
test equipment in development and new
methods of excavation.
Experts have appealed to the UN to
include the protection of underwater
heritage in their deliberations on the
management of deep-sea resources
and deep-sea bottom trawls. DRASSM
also systematically surveys the deep-sea
zones off the French coast, where the
trawlers work, and has already identified
a large number of wreckages of archaeological interest.
Not all countries have been able to
invest the same economic and human
capital in this issue as France has, nor
have they been able to achieve the same
results. As of 1 December, 2013, 45
countries have ratified UNESCO’s 2001
Convention, and of those that signed
it, few have a specialised underwater
archaeological department to study and
promote the protection of this specific
cultural heritage. Without archaeologists to encourage, support and advise,
law enforcement officials face great
difficulties in protecting wreckages
from plundering. n
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ICOM GENERAL CONFERENCE RIO 2013

Re-uniting in Rio

I

COM’s 23rd General Conference in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil drew
colleagues from all around the world to reflect and exchange
ideas on the theme Museums (memory + creativity) = social
change. The conference, held from 10-17 August 2013, was an
excellent opportunity for the nearly 2,000 participants from 103
countries to connect with fellow museum professionals and discuss
the pressing issues of the contemporary museum world. This year
was the first time that non-members of ICOM participated in the
General Conference, broadening the conference dialogue even
more. The eight-day programme included dozens of meetings,
four dynamic keynote speeches, a museum fair, museum visits and
numerous cultural events.
Rio 2013 provided a productive platform for ICOM Committees,
Regional Alliances and Affiliated Organisations as well as ICOM’s
partner organisations, with a total of 56 organisations holding
fruitful meetings throughout the week. The General Conference
is also the meeting place of the ICOM Executive Council, Advisory
Committee and General Assembly, and the moment when a new
ICOM President and Executive Council are elected. This year,
Prof. Dr Hans-Martin Hinz was re-elected as ICOM President for the
2013-2016 term, heading up the newly elected Executive Council
for this period.
The location of the General Conference also allowed visitors to
discover the rich cultural heritage of Brazil. The conference opened
with a performance by the Carlinhos de Jesus Dance Company
26 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4 2013

entitled Isto é Brasil (This is Brazil) and closed with a ball hosted by
the Mangueira Samba School and a samba show. The conference
programme also featured visits to and activities in the numerous
and diverse museums, tourist sites and monuments in Rio and its
surrounding area. Nearly 40 activities were organised in different
museums throughout the area, including seminars, meetings with
staff, technical visits and behind-the-scenes tours. n
The next ICOM General Conference will take place in July 2016 in Milan, Italy.

The newly elected ICOM President and Executive Council, in office for the
2013-2016 term

Innovation on display

The Museum Trade and Institutional
Fair was the first ever major museum fair to be held in Latin America.
Running from 12-15 August, it
included over 40 institutional and
commercial stands, all presenting
creative and interactive displays for
the fair’s visitors. This event was
both a fruitful opportunity for
domestic and international companies to promote their newest
products and services and for
various institutions to exhibit their
projects with fellow museum professionals.

Travel grants

This year, 109 ICOM members
from 68 countries received grants
to attend the General Conference
funded by ICOM Brazil, the Getty
Foundation and ICOM. Multiple
Brazilian government agencies
also funded the participation of
60 representatives from Brazilian
institutions, who were tasked with
recording the discussions and outcomes of the conference to share
with their colleagues.

An internship programme was
offered to ICOM travel grantees
following the conference. This
new initiative offered grantees
hands-on experience in a Brazilian museum, facilitating intercultural exchange and collaboration.
Some 38 grantees participated in
the programme.

South-South Dialogue

Bringing together 100 participants from 33 African, Latin
American and Caribbean countries, the South-South Dialogue
was held to encourage networking, professional exchange and
collaboration between museum
professionals from the Global South.
ICOM Brazil organised the meeting in São Paolo, immediately
following the conference so
colleagues who had travelled
to Rio could attend. Discussion
focused on the themes of emergency planning, education and
exhibition projects, which were
singled out as important challenges in Latin America, Africa and
the Caribbean.

The ICOM stand at the Museum Trade Fair

A samba performer at the closing ceremony

Fun fact:

During the Conference
23,000 meals (7 tons of
food) and 12,000 litres of
water were served.

Keynote speeches: ideas for social change
The four keynote speakers offered an array of insights into museology and the role museums play in society.
Ulpiano Bezerra de Meneses, Professor Emeritus at the Faculty of Philosophy and Humanities of the University of São Paulo, Brazil
examined human sensorality and its relevance to museum practice and museology.
Jorge Melguizo, a social communications thinker and journalist, focused on the need for museums to engage with communities and to
consider their impact on society, drawing on his own experiences in Medellín, Colombia. He has been Director of the Medellín-Barcelona
Chair project since 2010 and consultant to the Ministry of the Interior of Uruguay for the National Strategy for Life and Cohabitation since
2012.
Jorge Wagensberg, Professor of the Theory of Irreversible Processes at the Faculty of Physics of the University of Barcelona, examined the theme
The Observatory museum: a new concept based on intellectual joy. In his speech, the professor discussed the concept of Total Museology, a philosophy
seeks to encourage social and environmental change through museum exhibitions that use real objects, real phenomena, and museum metaphors
to show the beauty of natural and cultural heritage.
Finally, Mia Couto, a world-renowned Mozambican fiction writer, gave the closing keynote speech of the conference in which he
discussed collective memory and the oral tradition in African societies, describing his own childhood memories in Mozambique.
These keynote speeches were broadcast live online for the first time this year thanks to the help of Forum Permanente, a Brazilian cultural
association. Video footage of the keynote speeches can be found on the Rio 2013 website: http://www.icomrio2013.org.br

ICOM COMMUNITY ICOM CODE OF ETHICS FOR NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMS

Setting standards for Natural
History Museums
On 17 August, 2013, the ICOM General Assembly ratified the Code of Ethics for Natural
History Museums. For those who had been working on this document for almost seven
years, it was a day to celebrate
by Dr Eric Dorfman, Director of the Whanganui Regional Museum, New Zealand;
and Chair of the ICOM International Committee for Natural History Museums (NATHIST)
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Dioramas in the Finnish Museum of Natural History.
Are they natural history, cultural history, art or all three?

W

e began discussing the
need for a dedicated ethics
document in December
2006 at a meeting of the ICOM International Committee for Natural History
Museums (NATHIST) at the Museum of
New Zealand, Te Papa Tongarewa. The
conference’s theme, Intangible Natural
Heritage, set the tone for thinking about
a specialist code of ethics for natural
history practice.
When we began considering this
idea, the question arose as to whether
28 ICOMNEWS | N°3-4 2013

a code dedicated to natural history
institutions was truly needed. After all,
ICOM already has a Code of Ethics,
which is widely recognised as the
benchmark of performance for the sector. However, some ethical issues are
specific to natural history institutions.
For instance, wildlife dioramas, which
became popular in the early 20th century,
brought public attention to wilderness
conservation through accurate and
dramatic presentation of scientific information.These exhibitions were the

result of rigorous fieldwork, great artistry and ingenious taxidermy. From
the 1970s, however, they began to fall
out of favour, and are only now making
a comeback. At this time many finely
crafted dioramas were ripped out to
make way for more fashionable visitor experiences or, more recently, are
being heavily altered in the process of
modernisation. The question follows as
to whether these historical dioramas
have a cultural value that outlasts prevailing taste, representing the history of
science and, to some degree, society
at large. How do natural history museums balance the need to keep pace
with changing visitor preferences and
tell ecological stories that are relevant
to today’s world while still preserving
the historical integrity of their displays?
The Code’s scope
While not prescribing an answer for every context, the Code of Ethics for Natural History Museums does provide a
widely reviewed platform from which to
address key issues. The Code begins
with a position statement defining the
purpose of natural history museums.
While they are like other museums in
their purpose of housing, exhibiting and
undertaking research on collections,
natural history museums also have a
unique ethical mandate to conserve

to bring it back to the fens of northern
Illinois. The Senckenberg Museum in
Frankfurt, Germany is part of a consortium forming the Loewe Biodiversity
and Climate Research Centre, which
studies the multifaceted relationship
between biodiversity and climate. Working with the Groupe Tortues Marines
France, the Muséum National d’Histoire
Naturelle in Paris has produced a review
of the effect of light pollution on nesting
sea turtles.
Standards of practice
A key message of the Code is that
natural history collections should be
afforded the same respect, care and
the natural populations from which their attention as cultural collections. Although
this may seem self evident, UNESCO’s
specimens originate.
This mandate comes in part from the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding
depletion of wildlife populations caused of Intangible Cultural Heritage provides
by early institutions. There are many specific protection of cultural practice,
examples, especially from the 19th while its relationship to nature is somecentury, in which the collection of what more obscure. The importance of
specimens for museum display natural history collections is sometimes
has greatly diminished the popu- overlooked because the worth of biolation of certain species. A clear logical specimens is understood to be
example of this is the extinction of limited to scientific study. While these
the Huia Heteralocha acutirostris, objects constitute an important part of
a large New Zealand wattlebird, which our natural heritage, they are too often
was famous for the extreme dimorphism deaccessioned and discarded when no
between males (short bill) and females longer viewed as scientifically useful.
The first section of the Code consid(long scythe-like bill). The species beers the storage and
came extinct, posdisplay of human
sibly as late as 1963,
remains, as well as
in part because of the
The Code provides a
demand for mounted
widely reviewed platform the artefacts made
specimens, hundreds from which to address key from them. Although
ICOM’s Code of Ethof which can be found
issues
ics addresses this
in the scientific collecissue, specific questions are raised in
tions of museums around the world.
Today, however, museums that collect, the context of natural history museums
research and display nature take their where, in many cases, human remains
conservation role seriously, and many are still displayed as curiosities. The
of them are making great strides in re- second and third sections detail stanhabilitating natural environments. The dards for collection, display and storPeggy Notebaert Nature Museum in age of extant and recently extinct orChicago, for instance, is demanding ganisms as well as rocks and fossils.
captive breeding requirements for the It asserts that fossils should be given
locally extinct Swamp Metalmark but- the same care and legal protection as
terfly Calephelis muticum in an effort the organisms they represent, rather

than the minerals of which they are
composed.
Section four deals with museum
practice in general. It covers collecting,
liaising with local communities, deposition, custodianship and deaccessioning, pointing out that inasmuch as nature itself cannot be owned, biological
information should be shared as freely
as possible. The fifth section focuses
on general care and safety for both
people and objects.
In the Code, publishing results of
analysis associated with collections is
considered an ethical responsibility,
especially when destructive sampling
of wildlife has been involved. Similarly,
from an ethical standpoint, an organism killed for exhibiting should be put
to the best use possible through careful preparation, mounting and display.
While we acknowledge that many institutions go much further than the standards outlined in the Code, we hope
that this document will help all natural
history museums establish a minimum
standard for their practice.
In order to be useful, the Code must
evolve to answer the needs of those
who use it. We welcome feedback, discussion and suggestions for improvement. To this end, we have set up a
blog for natural history ethics, where a
discussion forum and a downloadable
version of the Code can be found at:
http://icomnathist.wordpress.com n
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The socially
connected museum
Review by János Tari, Ph.D. in visual anthropology, Chair of the ICOM
International Committee for Audiovisual and New Technologies of Image
and Sound (AVICOM)

I

n their introduction to Museum
Communication and Social Media:
The Connected Museum, editors
Kristen Drotner and Kim Christian
Schrøder lead us into the social context
of the organisational and educational
consequences of the transformation of
the ‘connected museum’ and the methodological ways in which it has been
achieved through digital and social
media. The recent rapid uptake of
various forms of social media in many
parts of the world, however, calls for a
reformulation of familiar opportunities
and obstacles in museum debates
and practices. Visitors who use digital
forms of communication increasingly
figure as a key target group for many
museums.
Based on the 2010 Meeting of the
Danish Research Centre of Education and Advanced Media Materials
(DREAM), this work contains 10 contributions by authors from Australia,
Denmark, Germany, Norway, the UK,
and the United States. It presents and
discusses the most advanced research
on the multiple ways in which social
media operate to transform museums.
Much of the discussion focuses on
the sociability of museum communication and interpretation and the ways in
which they are brought about through
digital formats, following a recent
trend in museum studies to use digital
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technology to enhance communication,
interaction and exchange. This series of
articles provides theory-based empirical
evidence on how social media affects
museums, which have to forge new
social connections that speak to social
media users, and discusses how these
shape the manner and modes of museums’ communication strategies. Social
media is of particular relevance, as it
catalyses transformation in the museum
sector and in heritage domains, increasing communication between museums
and potential visitors. The visitor’s
relationship with the connected museum
changes when they are able to interact
and learn about the museum’s work
online. Individuals respond to museum
life online and the impact of the visitor
position stimulates cross-organisational
change within the museum. This use of
social media and mobile technologies
leads to meaningful two-way interactions
between museums and their audiences.
It is important to take advantage of this
technology to create strong synergies
between the museum’s physical, online
and mobile presence. Museums must
observe the behaviour of their audiences
across these three spheres and train
museum staff in order to be ready to
produce increasingly connected content
across these multiple platforms.
By sharing their work through digital
media, museums can create active
communicative networks, becoming
integrated into a broad online community. The chapters of this volume describe
diverse examples of museums that use
new digital and social technologies to
enhance interactive design; art, history
and immigrant heritage collections;
curating and creating; the weaving of
narrative and location; interactive exhibitions; and more, with the goal of serving
social understanding and responding
to change.
Museum Communication and Social
Media. The Connected Museum
Publisher: Routledge, 2013

ICOM Bolivia
Activación patrimonial de los museos de La
Paz / Luz Castillo Vacano; Comité Boliviano del
ICOM. La Paz: Centro de Estudios para la América
Andina y Amazónica, 2013. 259 p., cov. ill. in col.,
bibliogr. (Ciencias sociales; 2). ISBN 978-999542-638-5 (in Spanish).
This work is a condensed version of the
dissertation of Luz Castillo Vacano, anthropologist
and head of the Research Department at the
National Museum of Ethnography and Folklore in
La Paz, Bolivia. It presents a study of 17 museums in the Bolivian capital,
only seven of which engage in what the author refers to as heritage
activation. She defines heritage activation as museums developing
relationships with their visitors, offering them a space for dialogue and
allowing the population to view museums as part of their own cultural and
historical heritage. She points out that Bolivia lacks a museum network to
promote ties between museums and their public; the museums that she
considers active have made this effort on an individual level. This work was
published with the support of ICOM Bolivia and the Centro de Estudios
para la America Andina y Amazónica (CEPAAA).
Order from:
Centro de Estudios para la América Andina y Amazónica - Apartado Postal
M-10242 (Miraflores), Calle Francisco de Miranda 1983, La Paz, Bolivia.
Email:
cepaa.historia@gmail.com; lapesadahistoria@gmail.com;
lapesadahistoria@hotmail.com

International Committee for Museums
and Collections of Musical
Instruments (CIMCIM)
CIMCIM Bulletin, N°1, October 2013 / Heike
Fricke (editor). Berlin : CIMCIM, 2013. 19 p., ill.
(in English)
In October the ICOM International Committee
for Museums and Collections of Musical Instruments (CIMCIM) published the 2013 digital edition
of its bulletin. The bulletin presents the minutes of the CIMCIM General
Assembly during the Committee’s annual meeting, which was held in
Oxford, UK, from 25 to 29 July, 2013. The overall theme of the meeting was
Musical Instruments – History, Science and Culture. The bulletin includes
information concerning the 2014 CIMCIM conference to be held in the
Nordic countries on the theme Collectors at Music Museums – Reasons
and Means. News on exhibitions, conferences and new books of interest
to members are also a feature of the publication.
Available online:

http://network.icom.museum/cimcim/publications/cimcim-bulletin/
WIPO Guide on Managing Intellectual Property for
Museums
WIPO Guide on Managing Intellectual Property for Museums /
prepared by Rina Elster Pantalony. – Updated edition. – Geneva : World
Intellectual Property Organization, 2013. – 90 p., bibl., appendix. (Digital
edition; in English)
Museum professionals now have access to an updated version of the
World Intellectual Property Organization’s (WIPO) Guide on Managing
Intellectual Property for Museums. The guide is designed to help museums
use the Intellectual property (IP) system to improve the management of
their collections in the digital environment, explaining the important role
that IP plays in providing access to collections and in preserving and
managing them. The updated edition, which was launched on 13 August,
2013 during ICOM’s 23rd General Conference, reflects developments
in digital rights management and the role of social media. Published by
WIPO and prepared by Rina Pantalony, Coordinator of Intellectual Property
Projects in the Department of Cinema Studies at New York University and
member of the ICOM Legal Affairs Committee, the new edition provides a
roadmap on how museums may survey, catalogue and document their
IP and describes existing business models that could help museums
develop sustainable funding.
Available online:
http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/copyright/en/pdf/2013_wipo_pub_1001.pdf
A print edition will be available shortly.
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TO JOIN

BE PART OF THE
INTERNATIONAL
MUSEUM COMMUNITY
CONNECT with 30,000 world-class museum experts
BUILD a strong international professional network in
every speciality you can think of

THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL
OF MUSEUMS

GET INVOLVED IN
INTERNATIONAL
MISSIONS
SHAPE the future of the museum profession
ADVOCATE museum standards of excellence
and museum ethics

BROADEN your horizons with over 200

PLAY A ROLE in the fight against illicit traffic
in cultural goods

PARTICIPATE in the extensive programme at the

COOPERATE in emergency preparedness
and response actions in museums worldwide

conferences organised yearly around the globe
Triennial General Conference including the next edition
in Rio de Janeiro in 2013

BENEFIT FROM ICOM
SERVICES
GET INSIGHT ON trends and innovation in museums

thanks to ICOM News, the magazine for museum
professionals, and monthly electronic newsletters

SEARCH the 2,000 publications produced
by ICOM's Committees through the online
publications database

STAY CONNECTED with ICOM's brand-new
interactive online platform

JOIN any of ICOM's 31 International Committees

and have your say

SETTLE your art and cultural heritage disputes through
the ICOM-WIPO mediation procedure
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